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A Life Planning Program for the Working Woman

Mbmen are going to work in unprecedented numbers in this country. They

usually find themselves, however, in lower paying jobs. Tile course The Working

man: Lifework Planning was designed to help women evaluate their current job:

status and design a plan of action for career change commensurate with long-

range life goals;

A self-directed learning model was chosen as the program frameWork; Thies

approach focused on developing coping stategies hyr change and encouraging a

confident, active approach to life and career plans. Thq. Course itself was

designed as an experience in self-directed learning; including participants/

leaders' mutual decisions'of-course content and individual. goals for course

outcomes.

The desired products - increasing self-awareness; self-confidence; and

self7responsibility - were obvious in the initiative.assumed'by participants;

the content of class discussions, a supportive atmosphere, and the life and/or'

career decisions made.
>

The report includes a copyof the program outline;



A Life Planning Program for the Working Woman

Women and the Work F rce

Women are going to work in unprecedented numbers in this country. By

the end of 1979 forty-four million.women, or over 51% of all those over'

;sixteen years of age, were in the labor force (U.S. Dept. of tiAbor, 1980).

The increase in working,women is even greater, than that predicted by the

Labor Department five "years ago. Some of the increase is due to cha:Jging

family units - many women are now the head of, a household through divorce

or death and need. the money. Some of the increase Is due to -Inflation and

hard economic conditions - more fam4ies need two pay checks to 'make ends

meet today. And someare women who can afford not to work; but want the

satisfaction and challenge of paid employment. Nearly two-thirds of women

in 1978,- however, worked to Meet an economic need they were single, widowed,

divorced, separated or had hubbands earning less than $10,000 (U.S. Dept.

Labor, 1979).

So. what happens to these women in the labor force? According to the

March 1978 Current Population Survey, women's earnings averaged $8,570 and

men's earnings averaged $14,850. With comparable echwatiOn levels women earn
I f

only three-fifths of what men earn. Only one in ten fediale workers d as

much as the'average:male worker in 1977. The average male with no more than

a high school education earns $3,400 to $5,400 more than the average female

college graduate in white collar occupatic4S (Young,.1980). These statistics

are not changing. In 1980 women were still\earning about $6 for every $10

-earned by men (U.S. Dept. of Labor, 1980).
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Why does this salary discrimination exist? There are a variety of reasons,

most related to societal norms for men and women, which are difficult, to change.

-

One reason is that there is a larger proportion of relatively less experienced,

younger workers among women than men. Only time Can change this. A second_

reason is women tend to concentrate in lower paying, traditionally ferlole jobs

(which is probably why they are lower paying) such as teaching, social work,.

secretarial-work, and nursing. Most electricians are still men and most steno
/

graphers are still women. In 1976 electricians averaged $10.33 per hour and

IlighlyskilledexPeriencedsterlograPhersaveraged$4.92_kr hour (U.S. Dept. of
4

Labor, 1978). A third reason- or salary discriMination is that women lack some

.

of the planning and career goa -setting skills men often have or:develop early.

The avertg homenaker who decides to return to work does so at age 5 and then

stays in the job market for an average of twenty-five years/ (Sheehy, 1974).

Often, it seems, a woman returning to the work-force will take the fii-St;jQb
)

finds and.then stay with it even though it_may offer poor compenation and

-

room for professional developmen .

Need for Life Planning Course
a

The course The Working Woman: Lifework Planning was developed to'meet

some of the special needs of working women. Although only time and broad

efforts on the part of many people will change societal norms which help create

job discrimination for women, individual women can right,now devo4op skills and

attitudes Which will increase their'efectiveness in the/work environment. The

three mainvoqY,s' of the course are 1) to give women an opportunitV to do

systematic career planning, 2) to teach som skills which will be useful to

them as they begin to at on their career plans, and 3) to encourage a con idea

and active approach to lifework planning.
t



he Working Woman:, Lgework PlannIneCoureo has beenWEered for four

Years pt the Lifespan Center; once each fall and each.spring.drhe response

-'--hASgenerally been excdllent; with twelve to Si)-(teen peop/ifilling a class

each session. The class has been promoted through a widely distributed

brochure; talks in thl community; information sent to some of the larger local

businesses, newspaper 1--ticles1 ,-and re0aommend tions by pleased-participants

Positive response to the Working WoMAft course seems to be part of a deveio

recognition nationwide that the growing nUtither of working women need vial

suppor informa'eton, and help-to sUCCed. Zolh newlmagazines like Savvy and

Enterprising\Woman and the recent proliferation of "New GiW networks un4er-
,

score this fact;

Characteristics of Life PI S fbr Women
/

,.. ,

A variety of career planning programs Tor. women are deScribed in the

Diterature (Goodman; Walworth, & Wdters, 19-76,,Manis &'Mochi26ki, 1972; Rice &

Goering; 1977;7Setne; 1977); Many of these fotdS on the ne6dS Of WeffienretUrn-

ing to the job market rather thanthoso of Women already working. Within the

career counseling field-only within the last twenty -five years have researchers

-considered career planning theories f, or Wbffeft. Even now there is no complete

or very' useful theory about the career patterns and choices of women. Zytowski
-t,

(1969);Ginzberg ( 71);iand Super (1957) have briefly con Si tiered tl\e career

C
,,N

-development of women; but mos _of their research focuses on male career Oatterna,-.

fter"

Some_of the important char -tOti8tit8 of lifework planning progVams for

women inc

e
a
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Developmental appwach. This means active acknowledgement that

women may make many developmental changes over a lifetime. What is a primary

focus during certain year may not be ds important later. Both Harmon (1970).

and Wolfson (1976) have found that career patterns of women cannot be predicted

from information known about them as college freshmen. It is important, then,

to help working Wdfien understand it-s natural to make changes in life plans

q
to fit developmental needs or values. Shifting-Gears presents a helpful ratio-.

nal and model for changing while Gail Sheehy's Passages seems to-6 the Bible

of developmental changes fbr women. Actually Ann Morrow Lindbergh's book Gift

From the,Sea As also a lovely view of different stages in a woman's life,

although it speaks more to the homemaker than career woman.

2) A second important characteristic of a-lifework planning program is

that it promotes self-confidence in the participants. Most women have learned.

to put others first and to be humble. for so long that the lack confidence kti

themselves. This 'may especially be true in a work environment. One exercise

have found helpful is to ask eachNomen to introduce herself in the most

positive way possible; citing accomplishments and positive personality tra

While doing this one woman described herself as assistantto the-president in

a multimillion dollar company and went on to outline.several accomplishments.

After she finished she said she had never before introduced herself as other

than a secretary although she had, indeed, been promoted and was handling major

responsibilitiAs. We need-to learn to aeknowledge'whp we are, what we can do;

and to feel good about if. Fortunately a lot of this happens during the group

OPL

process in a career planning class. Women begin to-encourage each other and

point out accomplishments and skills, to each other.



3) A third.charact ristic of an effectiv& lifework planning program is

that the women invoNe their families and friends in their planning. Ye all ,a

need support and agement and working women especially need this. If

family doesn't give it supportive friends may supply the needed umph. The
,

c'las's itself provides this*.support.,during the eight weeks of Meetings: Some

friendships formed in Class =continue afterwards; and the participants are

---
encouraged to develop a support system if;it is lacking currently in their

lives.

4) A fourth charaCteristic is that of an emphasis on taking/ responsibility

fo/s self. Often women tend to react rather than act. Many_ omen have had

parentsi and then a husband to give them directioni so thiS class emphasizes by

,

its' nature that no one can choose a career direction for you

P
yourself.

Only you can ask
- fer(that 0

promotion. By the' -Very nature of the class the

.

participants learned even the outcome of the clas as up to themi notsomeone

els . One interesting exercise which illtstrates this point is called the .

"Chairman of the BOard." This exercise asks thg participants to list the

ind. lives..cduals who comprise the ex utive board managing their lives. The partici-
.

/

pant is then asked to name the airman of the board. Toopften homemakers

Will recognize that their husband is really the chairman of their board rather

than themselves. They have relied on another person to direct their lives.

5) A fifth characteristic of Nn effectiVe lifework planning program is

t the women are offered a strategy and means of gathering information both

about themselves their interests values abilities; personality style back--1.

ground experiences situational factors and also abbut the world of, work and

possible career options.
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Once the women realize that ost people have little knowledthat about: career

possibilities (that,they are not unusual); and that" there are strategies

for learning about options Wthe women can begin this exploration process.

Vocational testing is generally valued y women; especially at first; as

they look for outside validation of who they are.

6) A sixth characteristic of an effective lifework planning program is

that it allows and encourages the participants to utilize all available re-

sources. We are too often afFaid to ask for what we want; Our first line of
-.ft:-

resources is riTht,there in the.: class - the other participants; Often within
c.

a moderate size group individuals may have information or contacts that can

be of use to others. The sedbnd line of resources is composed Of family and

friends; the final line of resources is made up of those professionals the

participants seek out'as,they.gather information about career options. One

woman in w s unemployed; having qui -an unsatisfying job; During
. _

the course she defined what She wanted\ to dp and went to see a friend of hers
_.;

who was also the president of-a large company. When she told him what she

wanted do --a-nid asked for a job:i hdt? red ther. Another woman in the class

.

heard about a job she "thought wOOl-d',be deal for a classmate. She told Jane

about the job. "Jane inquired 4, u 'he job; liked what she found mita; applied('.

for it, and now is, appy and tird- ,Stering new job thallenges.

r
7) A seventh characteriStie of an effective lifework planning course

t

for working women is that it teaches a variety of skills that many. women might

be lacking. These skills potentially include:

decision-making ^

goal-setting

assertive communication

job hunting skills

°



risk-taking

stress management

time managemcInt

IndiViduals in the class will vary in their level of competency in these

areas. All of these skills are helpful and those most needed may be in-

eluded in the class. These skilis can be used both in other settings for

other purposes and also in later yearS as the necessity to re-evaluate a

Career direction arises;

Program Framework: Self-Directed_Learaing_ModeI

We chose .a self-directed learning model for the Working Wo an class. This

learning model is based on the theories of humanistic educators (Carl Rogers

and A. W. Combs; for example) and Malcolm Knowles' work with adult learners.

Knowles':"andragogical" learning utilizes planning by both studentsand teacher;

activities such as inquiry projects, independent study, and experiential techni-

cities; and evaluation by mutual assessment of he,agreed-to contract (Knowles,

1970 & 1975)'. The'"teacher" functions primaril as a r ource avid as a

facilitator.
:

.

Self-directed learning thus focuses on developing coping strategies for-

change; "Learning" is viewed as a skill.: students begin to identify sources
3

and methods for gathering needed information, a process they can transfer to

other academic areas and to life decisions. Proponents of lf-directed learn-
'?

ing beIievQ._the result is more effective learning because the emphases-on Alf-

responsibility and dnq(s own. initiatiVe promote self-confidence in new learning
c

tasks; Self-directed learning is also compatible with-adult developmental
e

stages; providing a needed skill-for coping with the inevitable periodic

.changes in career; family; and personal life.

I (1



For th&se reasons we found self-direc-cted learning:to be the most appropri-

ate model fon Working Woman. It provided the necessary base foe a comprehnsive

life-planning program, rather than Just a career plan. It tied together the

important characteristics of-lifework programs for women previously described.

It taught skills especially needed by women, who are generally less skilled in

self-direction, self-respOnSibility, and the decision-illaking process. And it

was an appropriate base.f r the purToses of the course especially teaching:t

some skills which would be useful as participants began to act on their career

plans, and encouraging: confident, active approach to life and career plans.

The Working Woman participants were struggling with (and sometimes against)

change dissatisfaction with job:, the pressures of economics, upheaval in

family structure (children leaving home, -divorce, etc.) and unknowns about self.

Each situation was different. The self-directed learning model was appropriate

because of the ease of adaptation to individual circumstances and decisions.

The participants' motivations for coming were personal ones. The

expectations they presented were to increase understanding of self and the

world of work. They asked for career and personality tests, valu4s clarifica-

tion, job-Search skills, career outlook information, and lists of options they

could consider. The self-directed learning model was an obvious base for the

.

needed work gathering information about self and the world of work, creating

options and seeing the pros and cons of each, making a decision, and moving

forward. Beyond this immediate process, however, was the acquisition of a

strategy for dealing with the inevitable' decisions to come, as each woman

continued to develop and/or change as her circumstances changed.



Program butline

The Working Woman course outline was dictated by the individual needs

and expectations of the participants (see appendix). The tests we adminis-

tered (Self-Directed Search; Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory; and Myers-

Briggs Type Indicator); the topic's covered in class; the exercises; activities;

and homework we included; the women invited to the panel; were all chosen in

conjunction with the women in the class. The course outline was not too

different from what we expected. The important difference was the open atmospher

created;bY mutual (participants/counSelors) decisions; and the modeling and

experiencing from the start through the elf-directed approach. For example, in

the process of listing their needs and expectations during the first class, the

women were encouraged to become aware of their) priorities; the decisions they

faced; and to take some responsibility for beginning'to act upon them.

Some women made additional individual plans; such as learning to write a'.

resume and completing this project with a counselor. All were encOuragea

work on their partiCuIar needs between classes.

An important part of each class was time for processing. The women dis-

cussed the information they had.gatheredi the insights they had about them-

selves; and .the feelings of-both fear and confidence about her new learnings
i-

and possible applications to their decisiOns.

Program Outcomes-:

Evidence of the use of the self-direc,tedJearning model 5urfaced often.-

Participants' comments reflected a recognition of the coll.tinuing,process.of

. self and career development. They began to assume mo're Of the.direCtidn. Of

r.



the class; beginning a discussion without prompting, or asking fdr a change

in the course outline to accoModate new concerns. Several spoke of the -value

of having learned "what'I must do," where. to go, and how to get needed informa-

tion.. Others mentioned the importance of examining the positive and negative

aspects of personal responsibilities. Many reported seeking feedback from

supervisors, co-workers, friends, and husbands. The women were intense and

serious, often continuing discussions during the breaks or after class, and

frequently asking a counselor for individual help.

The supportive atmosphere was particularly valuable. The women were

relieved'to find "ethers have similar problems," anU glad for the opportuniCy

to learn fi'om each other. Increasingly they of*ered both options and support

to members who seemed stuck, often more by. themselves than by circumstances...,

There were unexpected outcomes, of course. One woman came for the first

half of the sessions; then returned to the last class to tell us, "All I

needed was some reassurance of my skills to get my confidence back. I got

that the first few nights. I Came by tonight to tell you I've applied to the

Culinary Institute'." -

Some decided to remain with'a job for a while because it best fit present

family circumstances. Some were still interviewing or negotiating with super-

visors. Others were in the midst of major changes in career fields. And one

was unable to face the risks ,of change in her M.tuation.

,

Increasing.self-awareness and selfConfidence were perhaps most evident

in the discussion following the panel: "We could make the same kind of speech

about our own lives and decisions if we just realized it."
z



Conclusion

The Working Woman: Lifework Planning was designed both to teach coping
A

skills and to-use these skills in the learning process. The self-directed

learning model encouraged self-confidence and self-responsibility as adjuncts

to content learning. Thus content and process were equally important.

izi
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I.

II;

The Working Woman: Lifework Planning

Introduction to'Working Woman
Get_acquainted exercise - Introduce self and one thing you like about,

current job
Introduction to_seIfdirected learning__

..SmalI group IistThf_what_you_want/ d to learn and do
Large group put_lists_together
TEST: Self-Directed Search

PIan_for_course,.
'Group_plan_from_largelist;groupediptocategories;choosathose

cover .in class together
Individual_plan -_other topics to research; goals for self (write resume,

intervAewi_ etc.) _

Resources written materials; people; organizations;
TEST: Stron Campbell Interest Inventory
HOMEWORK: Complete handouts for assessing skills an _achievements

to

each other

III; Job trends; generating job options and_job contracts (leCture) ,

TEST: Myers-Briggs Type Indicator4
HOMEWORK: Read "Getting a Job ".

Complete "Adjective Checklist " -- self; family member or
friend; co-worker, or supervisor

IV; Test interpretation
Discussion of exercises_comple, ted_for_homework.
CLASS AND HOMEWORK: "Activities to_Help_You Utilize -Your Test Results"

Examples: _CheckliS.t of interest; personality
characteristics; and values to assess current
job -and options being considered
List_of descriptive strength statements from
adjective checklists and MBTI

Stress management
Lecture covering sources of stress; techniques of stress management; and
a demonstration of one relaxation technique _

"Work Hour" for analyzing test results individually; in small groups; with
aeounselor

HOMEWORK: 'Read "Stress - And How To Live With It"-



VI. Assereiveness, (role play and_ discussion)
Exercise "Assertive-Situationsonthe Job"
HOMEWORK: Read "The New Assertive Woman!' and complete exercise at end

VII. ) Panel
WoTen in areas_of interest to participants discuss personal career

and_ opportunities in areas 'represented
HOMEWORK: Complete questions for presentation_next week (options,

strengths, roadblocks, steps nfa plan of action)

VIII. SumMaries
Individual presentation
Sharing contacts and support

AP
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